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The next slides material is taken from 

• AGILENT “Time Domain Reflectometry Theory”, Application Note 1304-2

• TEKTRONIX’ “TDR Impedance Measurements: A Foundation for Signal 

Integrity”

• AGILENT “Network Analyzer Basics”
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What is Time Domain 

Reflectometry?

Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) measures the reflections that result from a 

signal travelling through a transmission environment of some kind – a circuit 

board trace, a cable, a connector and so on. The TDR instrument sends a 

pulse through the medium and compares the reflections from the “unknown” 

transmission environment to those produced by a standard impedance.
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What is Time Domain 

Reflectometry?

Using a step generator and an oscilloscope, a fast edge is launched into the 

transmission line under investigation. The incident and reflected voltage 

waves are monitored by the oscilloscope at a particular point on the line.

This echo technique reveals at a glance the characteristic impedance of the 

line, and it shows both the position and the nature (resistive, inductive, or 

capacitive) of each discontinuity along the line. TDR also demonstrates 

whether losses in a transmission system are series losses or shunt losses. All 

of this information is immediately available from the oscilloscope’s display.



Locating Mismatches
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The reflected wave is readily identified since it is separated in time from the 

incident wave. This time is also valuable in determining the length of the 

transmission system from the monitoring point to the mismatch. Letting D 

denote this length:

= velocity of propagation

T = transit time from monitoring point to the mismatch and back again, as 

measured on the oscilloscope

The velocity of propagation can be determined from an experiment on a 

known length of the same type of cable (e.g., the time required for the incident 

wave to travel down and the reflected wave to travel back from an open circuit 

termination at the end of a 120 cm piece of RG-9A/U is 11.4 ns giving nr = 2.1 

x 10 cm/sec. Knowing nr and reading T from the oscilloscope determines D. 

The mismatch is then located down the line.



Line and Load Impedance
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The characteristic impedance Z0, or the load impedance ZL, can be calculated 

with the value of r.



Measured Signals
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Measured Signals
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Measured Signals for complex Z
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Measured Signals for complex Z
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Discontinuities
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Example of a real signal
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TDR with a Network Analyzed
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